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To Whom It May Concern

STOP the mandates forced upon me - immediately!

Stop them being continued when there is now no clear nor present
danger from the threat of the 'lethal' spread of Covid 19.

 I have been discriminated against because of my right to choose
what I will or wont put into my body - a violation of my fundamental
human rights under the Geneva Convention - this discrimination
continues until these mandates end.

To have to divulge my medical history to go about my everyday living
is a gross violation of my fundamental human rights - the states over-
reaching enforced mandates have eroded any protection I should be
afforded under our federal constitution.

The state over riding federal jurisdiction under the cover of covid is
an absolute abuse of power and needs to stop NOW.

The meeting of the national committee was an absolute joke
because for it to have teeth all parties have to be employed by the
federal government - what a sharade!

I am tired of receiving directions on what I can and can't do
according to an unelected public servant operating under the
directive from government who themselves are beligerantly
operating under self enforced emergency contingincies.

I am sick of government operating without any checks and balances
usually afforded in a democracy - rather we have a dictatorial
government making up their own rules and forcing them upon me
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when I do not subscribe to this facists approach in any way
whatsoever.

I want to support local business (sports clubs, bars, cafe's,
restaurants) but can't because of draconian and useless mandated
dictates.

I remind the government they are NOT responsible for my health - I
AM.

STOP pushing for experiemental drugs to be put into my children
when there is little evidence of their efficacy, continually changing
information and myopic reporting of their effect; short, medium and
long term.

The two years of threats, scaremongering, co-ersion, discrimination 
etc...is nothing short of a disgrace and appalling - may I remind you
that you serve us!

I vote, I matter.

G Johns
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